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ABSTRACT
Have you ever desired to automatically wish your friends on their birthdays, or
send a set of messages to your friend (or any WhatsApp connection!) automatically at
a preset time, or send your friends by sending hundreds of random texts on WhatsApp
and reply to your WhatsApp! messages automatically and in some cases, you are not
next to your phone, but want to respond to WhatsApp messages? there is no way
unless you stay online. Auto Responder for WhatsApp is an automatically respond to
predefined messages, which contain few words or equal a message. Auto Responder
WhatsApp is alternatively called WA Chat Bot. You can set custom responses for
different messages. Each time a user enters a message, the library saves the text that
they entered and the text that the message was in response to. As ChatterBot receives
more input the number of responses that it can responds and the accuracy of each
response in relation to the input statement increase. The code obtains precise
response to the actual statement of search and results in appropriate response
statement based on how frequently the person issues each response the bot
communicates with. NLTK is written in Python and distributed under the GPL open
source license. NLTK was the most promising technique in education and research
from the past three decades. NLT is the most promising statistical and symbolic code
module to process natural languages. User friendly interface being provided by NLTK
to various libraries towards text processing viz., parsing, tokenization and streaming.
Key word: Natural Language Processing (NLP), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Chatter
bot, Naïve Bayer’s Classification, Jaccard Index.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now a days WhatsApp is Trending and every person uses WhatsApp on earth, but we don’t
have WhatsApp Auto reply feature. WhatsApp auto replay is completely based on Python,
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ChatterBot and NLTK. Responds to your WhatsApp messages automatically, Requirements
for auto responding, Python is a programming language that lets you work more quickly and
integrate your systems more effectively, Chatter bot package is a machine-learning based
conversational dialog engine build in Python which makes it possible to generate responses
based on collections of known conversations. Chatter bot is trained to speak any natural
language using language independent design. NLP is a natural language processing,
computational linguistics, parsing, tagging, tokenizing, syntax, linguistics, language, natural
language, text analytics and word net is based on the total maximum synset similarity
between each word in each sentence.

2. NATURAL LANGUAGE TOOL KIT
NLT consists of vide range of codes and data sets wherein symbolic and NLP as built in
subsets. Based on recent advancement the scenario of NLTK is as follows Consider the
independent tasks of tagging and stemming, which both operate on sequences of tokens. If
stemming is done first, we lose information required for tagging. If tagging is done first, the
stemming must be able to skip over the tags. If both are done independently, we need to be
able to align the results. As task combinations multiply, managing the data becomes
extremely difficult. Pre-Processing the first step of pre-processing which is used to presents
the string into clear word. The documentation to be prepared for text classification is
categorized as follows. 1. Tokenization: A text is treated as a string, and then partitioned into
a list of tokens? Removing stop words: Stop words such as “the”, “a”, “and”, etc. are
frequently occurring, so the insignificant words need to be removed.? Stemming word:
Applying the stemming algorithm that converts different word form into similar canonical
form. This step is the process of conflating tokens to their root form, e.g. connection to
connect, computing to compute. imports the tokenize package, defines a text string, and
tokenizes the string on whitespace to create a list of tokens.
>>> from nltk. token import *
>>> Token (TEXT="Hello World!") <Hello World!>
In a similar fashion, other language processing tasks such as word-sense disambiguation,
chunking and parsing all add properties to the Token data structure. In general, language
processing tasks are formulated as annotations and transformations involving Tokens.
Precisely, each processing task consider a token and extends it to include new information
and this process is monotonic, i.e., to append the data only without addition or deletion of
existing data. we can recognize ourselves that some words carry more meaning than other
words. We can also see that some words are just plain useless, and are filler words. They may
be used frequently in communicative “English” language such as “fluff”. The most regularly
used phrase is “haa”. Even though it is not properly sentenced and grammatically incorrect,
humans used to communicate with these meaning less words. For some responses we may
use “ummm” or “uhha” and “uhh” which do not have any language base they do not find any
space in database due to increased processing duration. These words are named as “stop
words” since they cannot be processed. A different scenario of “stop words” is more literal
i.e., “the words we stop on”.

2.1. Naïve Bayes Classifier
It is a classification technique based on Bayes theorem with an assumption of independence
among predictors. It is considered to be the most suitable algorithm for text classification
prior to training and testing. This would present you with some serious bias issues, so you
should never train and test against the exact same data.
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It is known to be supervised machine learning, since machine data is shown and, and
coding it as "hey, this data is positive," or "this data is negative." After training new data and
new data will be tested using the following code.
from nltk.corpus import movie_reviewsdocuments = [(list(movie_reviews.words(fileid)),
category)a
for category in movie_reviews.categories()
for fileid in movie_reviews.fileids(category)]
Thereafter new classifier is defined as
Classifiera = nltk.NaiveBayesClassifier.train (training_set).
Initially the Naïve Bayes classifier is invoked and “train ()” is used to train the machine in
one line.

2.2. Jaccard Index
The Jaccard index is considered as Inter section over Union and the Jaccard similarity
coefficient. It is defined as the ratio of size of intersection and size of union of sample set
based on finite sample set similarity which is measured by Jaccard index. In the numerator, is
the count of items that are shared between the sets. The denominator is the total count of
items across both the sets. Let's say we define sentences to be equivalent if 50% or more of
their tokens are equivalent.
Here are two sample sentences:
The young cat is hungry.
The cat is very hungry.
The following sets results will be obtained by removing stop words,
{Young, cat, hungry}
{cat, very, hungry}
And the intersection is {cat, hungry}, with count of two.
The union of these sets is {young, cat, very, hungry}, with four word count.
Use a zero before decimal points: “0.25,” not “.25.” Use “cm3,” not “cc.” Indicate sample
dimensions as “0.1 cm  0.2 cm,” not “0.1  0.2 cm2.” The abbreviation for “seconds” is “s,”
not “sec.” Use “Wb/m2” or “Webbers per square meter,” not “webers/m2.” When expressing a
range of values, write “7 to 9” or “7-9,” not “7~9.”
A parenthetical statement at the end of a sentence is punctuated outside of the closing
parenthesis (like this). (A parenthetical sentence is punctuated within the parentheses.) In
American English, periods and commas are within quotation marks, like “this period.” Other
punctuation is “outside”! Avoid contractions; for example, write “do not” instead of “don’t.”
The serial comma is preferred: “A, B, and C” instead of “A, B and C.”
If you wish, you may write in the first person singular or plural and use the active voice
(“I observed that ...” or “We observed that ...” instead of “It was observed that ...”).
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Remember to check spelling. If your native language is not English, please get a native
English-speaking colleague to carefully proofread your paper.

2.3. Levenshtein Distance
The Levenshtein distance is a string metric for measuring the difference between two
sequences. It is the most minimum distance between “single-character” edits viz., insertions,
deletions or substitutions in order to vary two words. Levenshtein distance may also be
referred to as edit distance.
1. The "kitten" and "sitting" has a Levenshtein distance of “3”, the following are the
minimum possible variations


kitten ? sitten (substitution of “s" for "k").



sitten ? sittin (substitution of “i" for "e").



sittin ? sitting (insertion of "g" at the end).

2. Compare two statements based on the Levenshtein distance of each statement's text. For
example, there is a 65% similarity between the statements.
"Where is the post office?" and "looking for the post office” based on the Levenshtein
distance algorithm.

3. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY
The objective of our work is to Design and Develop a Bot which will be able to answer
questions. So, our Objective is to classify text data generated by WhatsApp user.


ChatterBot is a Python library that makes it easy to generate automated responses to a user’s
input. ChatterBot uses a selection of machine learning algorithms to produce different types of
responses.



NLTK is a broad-coverage natural language toolkit that provides a simple, extensible, uniform
framework. NLTK is now widely used in research and teaching.

4. METHODOLOGY
We have developed architecture to extract response from text generated by WhatsApp user.
Flow diagram of Methodology of our work is shown in figure.

Figure 1 Proposed System Architecture

Chat Robot (ChatterBot) is a computer program to simulate human conversation, or
chatting process, through AI technique. Usually, a Chatter bot is used to communicate with
human beings.
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“ChatterBot” is a built-in Python library which makes it easy to generate automatic
response to user input. Chatterbot use multiple machine learning algorithms to generate
different types of responses. It makes the task easier for developers to produce chat bots and
automatic conversations with users. The flow diagram illustrate different ideas on
Chatterbot’s.
An example of typical input would be something like this:
user: Good morning! How are you doing?
bot: I am doing very well, thank you for asking.
user: You're welcome.
bot: Do you like hats?
from chatterbot import ChatBot
chatbot = ChatBot ('evreddy’,
trainer='chatterbot.trainers.ChatterBotCorpusTrainer’)
# Train based on the english corpus
chatbot.train("chatterbot.corpus.english")
# Print an example of getting one math based response
response = chatbot.get_response(“Hi")
print(response) # How are you?
Upon training with real conversations apart from regular sentence types, it is possible to
generate appropriate and accurate conversation with Chatbot’s. it is based on case based
reasoning instead of generalized data. All the data pertaining to past conversations will be
stored and reply will be generated on explicit learning and an emotional and live content will
be delivered by a chatbot.

5. RESULTS
It is concluded that a Chatbot use NLP and heuristic methods such as pattern matching and
the functionality is more realistic compared to one approach method. A very general response
may be achieved. These problems will be solved by statistic models by inducing a real
emotional content and varied response. For instance, they may be well versed in discourse
about their favorite music, but unable to say anything intelligible about a different type of
music, simply because no such discourse was likely to be in the training corpora. My solution
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was to try to find a statistically relevant response, but revert to pattern matching responses if
none could be found.

Figure 2 WhatsApp Login Screen

Figure 3 WhatsApp Notification

Figure 4 WhatsApp Selected Chat

Figure 5 WhatsApp Response to Chat
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a generally applicable for the auto responder for the WhatsApp chat
messages by using a python Chatterbot. And Chatterbot has the capability of machine
learning algorithms to produce different types of responses. This makes it easy for developers
to create chat bots and automate conversations with users. The language independent design
of ChatterBot allows it to be trained to speak any language. An untrained instance of
ChatterBot starts off with no knowledge of how to communicate. Each time a user enters a
statement, the library saves the text that they entered and the text that the statement was in
response to. As ChatterBot receives more input the number of responses that it can reply and
the accuracy of each response in relation to the input statement increase. The program selects
the closest matching response by searching for the closest matching known statement that
matches the input, it then returns the most likely response to that statement based on how
frequently the people issues each response the bot communicates with. NLTK provides easyto-use interfaces to over 50 corpora and lexical resources such as WordNet, along with a suite
of text processing libraries for classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and
semantic reasoning, wrappers for industrial-strength NLP, it measures the semantic similarity
of two concepts as their depth of the least common subsumer in the wordnet graph.
Future scope of WhatsApp Auto Responder is the ChatterBot should know the
acknowledgement of message status. Clearly the results will improve with the quality and
quantity of training data and the sophistication of heuristic rules. Therefore, over time I hope
to add to the amount of statistical training data as well as develop a more comprehensive set
of pattern matching rules. I also hope to extend memory capabilities throughout a session.
Right now, my bots are limited to only remembering one username and which responses they
have already used. It would be fascinating, however, to add the ability to learn more content
during conversations. For example, a bot could learn to recognize sentences describing close
relations to the speaker or what the speaker is doing now, and later ask about those people the
speaker mentioned, or how the previous projects and activities went. The final improvement
I would like to make is to make the application more scalable. Right now each bot is designed
to handle talking to around one or two people at a time , and the conversations are not private.
If I were to enable secure sessions and set browser cookies, I could run a distinct and private
session for every user simultaneously. I hope to implement this whenever I obtain computing
resources sufficient to handle more wide spread use.
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